Evidence for Defence.
T. A. Matthews
took it away with him, and it was in his possession from that time
onwards. I considered that that had a great bearing on the case.
On the Friday I consulted Mr. Bosanquet; he was here on the
Assizes; he was doing some other cases for me, so I consulted him.
You are acquainted, I suppose, with the law concerning being
an accessory after a fact to a felony1?—Generally speaking, yes.
Did it occur to you that you must make your own position
very clear 1—It impressed me so much that I went on the Sunday
afternoon after seeing Mr. Bosanquet to see Sir Henry.
You realised, I take it, that from that moment you might not
destroy that arsenic 1—Yes, I had not the slightest intention.
I said at the beginning I am not imputing a bit that you
meant to do anything wrong; in fact, I am quite sure you did
not?—I am much obliged.
What I want to arrive at is that you appreciated that it
would not do for you to do away with that arsenic1?—I did.
Or to allow anybody else to?—Certainly.
And you appreciated, did you not, that anybody who did that
would most certainly be interfering with the administration of jus-
tice. I suppose you have read Coke's Institutes?—In my earlier
days.
You realised that it would be at least that?—I cannot say
that I appreciated it to that extent, but I realised I could not
destroy it.
And if you did destroy it, that would be making yourself
an accessory after the fact to a felony if you knew that the felony
had been committed; after you had talked to Mr. Bosanquet?—
I cannot say that I appreciated it in that light. I will be quite
frank.
Did you before this case came here look at the case of The
King v. Levy in 1911?—No, I did not; I consulted Sir Henry, and
I was quite content.
Having consulted Sir Henry Curtis Bennett, you did not
mind what Lord Coke thought or what Mr. Justice Hawkins
thought?—If I may say so, I thought the responsibility was shifted
from me.
I thoroughly appreciate your position. I say again, ixobody
must think for a moment that you did not do everything which
was perfectly right and proper such as a professional man acting
for a prisoner ought to do in the circumstances?—If I might go
further, after what your lordship has said, one of the reasons for
going up on the 9th February was that I had arranged for the
family to go back on the following day, and I wanted to take
the opportunity of going up and inspecting the recipe hefore they
went back. Immediately we discovered this I took steps to stop
the family going up till I knew what I could do.
I want everybody to understand that there is not the slightest
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